The feasibility of using a photoionized, low-ionization potential organic seed gas to initiate a high pressure plasma discharge is examined and compared to radio frequency breakdown of high pressure argon alone. The seed gas, tetrakis͑dimethylamino͒ethylene, which has an ionization potential of 6.1 eV is ionized by an ultraviolet laser through 6.4 eV photon absorption, and forms a plasma column inside a vacuum chamber. The plasma absorbs additional power through inductive coupling of 13.56 MHz helical antenna radio frequency wave fields to the plasma through electron acceleration, ionization, and collisional damping. Laser initiation of 2-6 mTorr of the seed gas in 1-150 Torr of argon is accomplished and produces steady-state line-average plasma densities of n e Ϸ4ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 in a volume of 300 cm 3 . The two-body recombination coefficient of the organic seed gas and its optimum partial pressure when mixed with argon are experimentally determined and analyzed. Particle loss and power requirements for maintaining the discharge are evaluated by examining ionization, diffusion, and recombination processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been considerable interest in producing highdensity, low-power plasma sources in gases that approach atmospheric pressure. The applications of these plasma sources call for densities of n e ϳ10 [11] [12] [13] cm Ϫ3 while minimizing power requirements. The pressures for these applications range from 100 up to and beyond 760 Torr and the minimum plasma volume is on the order of hundreds of cubic centimeters. Previous experiments pertaining to induction coils 1 required power densities of approximately 10-20 W per cubic centimeter to maintain the plasma at steady state at n e Ͼ10 13 cm Ϫ3 as the pressure was continuously raised from 1 to 760 Torr of air. Near atmospheric pressure plasmas may have applications in reducing drag on supersonic vehicles, reducing radar cross sections by instantly forming a microwave absorbing or reflecting medium about an aircraft, [2] [3] [4] in decontaminating environmental waste and gaseous pollution, specifically, hydrocarbons and E coli and bacillus, and in surface sterilization, 5 as well as thin film and materials processing. 6 One issue particular with regard to these high-density, high-pressure sources concerns the power required to create electrons in a density range where two-body and three-body recombinations are significant loss mechanisms. This can be influenced to some extent by appropriate choices of the working gas or by injecting another gas into air. Noble gases make exceptional choices since they are not reactive to other chemicals and typically have recombination coefficients which are lower than more complex molecules. They are also monoatomic, meaning that collisions between electrons and neutrals do not excite the internal rotational and vibration degrees of freedom associated with polyatomic molecules, thereby decreasing the energy cost per electron-ion pair created. In addition, they do not readily form negative ions, which increases the efficiency of plasma production and makes modeling of the plasma dynamics simpler.
Schuetze et al. 7 has investigated a plasma torch for materials processing. They indicated that, although a 300 kV potential was necessary to initiate an arc discharge in the atmosphere, only 100 V is needed to maintain the discharge. They referred to experiments by Kim and Hong 8 that involved a torch with electron densities of 3ϫ10 17 cm Ϫ3 and electron temperatures of 7-9 eV in a variety of rare gas mixtures in volumes of 100-1000 cubic centimeters. Neutral gas temperatures of 3000°C were measured with a rf input power of 200 kW.
Eckert et al. 1 used an atmospheric pressure plasma in both argon and air to study the emission spectrum given by a high pressure plasma. Following the work of Babat, 9 they created a plasma using an inductive coil at a pressure of 1 Torr, and slowly increased the neutral pressure and rf power until they could open the plasma chamber to the atmosphere. To protect the quartz chamber from damage by heat and to help stabilize the discharge, they flowed the gas in a vortex, essentially forming a thermal barrier between the hot plasma and the chamber wall. The input power required to maintain the discharge was 15-50 kW at 4 MHz to create and sustain a plasma with a volume of about 2500 cubic centimeters ͑6 -10 W/cm 3 ͒. Previous experiments by our group [10] [11] [12] that pertained to an UV laser-produced plasma in tetrakis͑dimethylamino͒eth-ylene ͑TMAE͒ have shown that a plasma with a maximum electron density of n e Ϸ4ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ3 can be created in the organic seed gas, and that plasma lifetimes of TMAE have been extended by the addition of air components, specifically nitrogen ͑Ref. 12͒ and argon. The increase in the plasma lifetime has been attributed to the presence of superexcited states of the TMAE molecule which may readily make ionizing collisions with the nitrogen molecules at high pressure. Ten GHz microwave reflectivity experiments 10 of a sheet plasma formed by the laser have been used to determine the TMAE plasma density and two-body recombination rates. Fast Langmuir probe measurements in low pressure TMAE ͑Ref. 11͒ have also been carried out to determine an initial electron temperature of approximately 0.3 eV shortly after the laser pulse and the recombination rates. We have found that the liquid form of TMAE is compatible with air over long times and that the vapor form can be used in air for minutes. In some cases the emission from the gas phase reaction between TMAE and oxygen is very long lived and is measurable even after 30 min. 13 Thus TMAE can be considered to be a seed in air by pulsed injection and fast laser or ultraviolet ͑UV͒ flash tube ionization for plasma initiation.
In this article we examine the feasibility of ionizing an organic molecule which has a low ionization potential and is seeded in a high pressure gas. Ionizization of the seed gas is accomplished by ͑193 nm͒ ultraviolet laser photon absorption and sustainment of the high plasma density occurs by coupling 13.56 MHz radio frequency power to the plasma.
To this end, radio frequency wave modes have been studied theoretically and experimentally to determine which antenna configuration is optimal for sustaining the highdensity laser-produced plasma. The theoretical study includes the use of the computer code ANTENAII 14 -16 which includes effects associated with one-dimensional ͑radial͒ density profiles for various antenna configurations, plasma densities, pressures, and magnetic field strengths. The coupling parameters of the antenna can be characterized by an overall impedance Z ant ϭRϩiX. From these parameters, a quality factor, QϭX/R is determined and the optimum antenna will have a low overall Q indicating that more energy is being transferred from the antenna to the plasma and less energy is being stored in the reactive fields.
The concept is to create a large volume (V ϳ100-1000 cm 3 ) plasma using a short pulse (ϭ20 ns) ultraviolet laser to ionize the organic molecule tetrakis͑dim-ethylamino͒ethylene, or TMAE. The choice of TMAE as the seed gas is attractive for two particular reasons. First, the ionization potential for TMAE is 6.1 eV, much lower than the ionization potential of any of the noble gases which have ionization potentials in the range of 15 eV. At high pressures, the electron temperature decreases, and there is an absence of high energy particles in the tail of the electron energy distribution. Because of this, having a molecule with a low ionization potential is quite desirable. Second, the TMAE molecule has a large cross section for photoionization by ultraviolet light, meaning that the plasma can be initiated in large volumes by illuminating the plasma chamber.
Flash bulbs, spark gaps, and other sources of UV radiation could potentially be used to initiate the plasma. The availability of an argon-fluoride excimer laser which emits high power ͑300 mJ/pulse͒ 193 nm, Eϭhϭ6.4 eV/photon UV radiation with a relatively high power density ͑cross-sectional area Aϭ4 cm 2 ͒ makes TMAE an excellent choice as the working seed gas. Once the plasma is initiated, it is possible to sustain the discharge by inductive radio frequency power at a much lower level than if the plasma were ionized by radio frequency power alone.
II. LAB APPARATUS
A. Vacuum chamber and laser Figure 1 shows the apparatus used in the experiment. An excimer laser ͑Lumonics Pulsemaster PM-842͒ produces a 193 nm UV beam. The ͑ 1 2 max͒ pulse width is 20͑Ϯ2͒ ns with a maximum laser energy of 300 mJ. The laser output cross section is 2.8 cmϫ1.4 cm. Previous experiments using this laser 10, 11, 17 have demonstrated that a high-density TMAE plasma with a high degree of uniformity (⌬n e /n e Ͻ5%) can be produced, but that two-body recombination processes diminish the plasma density to less than 10 12 cm Ϫ3 in less than a microsecond.
The plasma chamber is a Pyrex tube with an inner diameter of 5 cm. The total chamber length is 150 cm. This size tube was chosen because it allowed a higher radio frequency power density with a 3 kW rf source. This power density is slightly higher than the expected power density required to sustain the discharge based on the premise that 40-60 eV is required per electron-ion pair created. These parameters are typical 18 of most low pressure discharges, but we expect that, in the high pressure regime, the electron temperature will be lower, and the energy cost per electron-ion pair created will be higher. The laser beam enters the chamber through a 2.5 cm diameter window mounted at one end. The window is coated for 98% transparency at 193 nm. Gas flow valves are also located at this end to allow a variety of gases to enter the chamber.
The radio frequency source is a 13.56 MHz single frequency generator with a maximum output power of 3000 W ͑Advanced Energy RFG3000͒. Power is transmitted through 50 ⍀ cable to a capacitive matching network and to the antenna which surrounds the plasma chamber. The antenna is vacuum variable capacitors and is shielded from the plasma chamber by enclosing it in a conducting box.
A diaphragm pump and high-vacuum turbomolecular pump are used to evacuate the plasma chamber to a base pressure of Pϳ10 Ϫ7 Torr. A needle valve is opened to allow the working gas to enter the chamber. The TMAE purity is ensured by letting the turbomolecular pump run for several minutes with the TMAE valve open. This is an important procedure since TMAE is known to be reactive to oxygen 19 over long periods. In our experiments, we filled the liquid TMAE in a stainless steel vacuum vessel. A separate valve allows argon into the system until the total pressure is raised to the appropriate level.
B. Impedance measurement
The plasma-loaded antenna impedance can be matched to the 50 ⍀ transmission line by inserting a series capacitor C 1 and a shunt capacitor C 2 across the antenna. The capacitor values necessary to match the load impedance to the transmission line impedance are given as
where the parameter ␥ is given by
where RϩiX is the plasma-loaded antenna impedance and R 0 is the characteristic impedance of the coax feed to the matchbox. The plasma-loaded antenna impedance is measured by matching the capacitive network/antenna combination to the 50 ⍀ transmission line. Under matching conditions, the input impedance to the entire network is 50 ⍀. In order to measure the plasma-loaded antenna impedance, the antenna, with its unknown impedance value Z ant ϭRϩiX, is disconnected from the remainder of the circuit. Under match conditions, the impedance seen by a wave traveling back toward the generator is the conjugate of Z ant , Z ant * ϭRϪiX. With the generator disconnected and replaced with a 50 ⍀ load, the input impedance Z ant * can be measured directly with a network analyzer. The plasma and loaded antenna impedance can then be compared with our ANTENAII code to determine the plasma density and collisionality.
C. Plasma density measurement
Plasma density measurements are carried out by a 105 GHz millimeter wave interferometer. The interferometer is located 8 cm axially from the end of the antenna. The distance between the transmitting horn and the plasma is 10 cm, and the distance from the plasma to the receiving horn is 5 cm. The line-integrated plasma density for a plasma of thickness d is given as a function of the change in phase of a transmitted wave. For electron densities much less than the cutoff frequency (ӷ p ), the change in phase is linearly proportional to the plasma electron density,
. ͑4͒
III. PLASMA CONDITIONS
Typically, in lower pressure conditions, the antenna can create the plasma through capacitive breakdown of the working gas due to the drop in voltage across the ends of the inductive antenna coil. The initially created electrons help to ionize more electrons in the sheath near the antenna and, after several rf cycles, the plasma goes into an inductive coupling mode. The transition between the capacitive mode and inductive mode is quite noticeable and is characterized by much stronger light emission from the plasma. 20 The transition is sudden and discontinuous as described in several papers. [21] [22] [23] The inductive mode is much more efficient in sustaining the plasma due to the diminishing effects of ion losses in the sheath as is well known in the plasma processing area of study. 24, 25 At high pressures, capacitive initial ionization is more difficult due to the higher electric fields required to break down the working gas. It is, therefore, desirable to provide the initial condition of high plasma density such that power can be transferred inductively from the antenna to the plasma without going through the capacitive mode.
The laser-produced plasma is a noninvasive way to provide a high density initial condition to which the antenna can couple power. This is accomplished by photoionization of an organic molecule, TMAE. The plasma is formed in 20 ns by an UV laser operating in the 193 nm ͑6.42 eV per photon͒ argon-fluoride mode. The vertical ionization energy for TMAE is 6.11 ͑Ϯ0.02͒ eV. 26 The laser has an internal feedback which adjusts cathode voltages and halogen concentrations, which limits the shot-to-shot energy variation to ⌬E/EϽ5%. An output energy of 200 mJ has been shown to be sufficient to create plasma densities of over 10 13 cm Ϫ3 .
10
The laser ionizes a small fraction of the available TMAE atoms and also produces excited states of TMAE which may give rise to further ionization of the remaining TMAE molecules after the laser is extinguished. 27 The 1/e photon absorption length, ␣, at 60 mTorr is 48 cm, 28 and has been verified by our previous Langmuir probe measurements in a low pressure TMAE plasma.
The initial plasma density near the laser input window is approximately n e Ϸ4ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ3 and T e ϭ0.3 eV as measured by the Langmuir probes 10, 11 in 60 mTorr of TMAE. Plasma density fluctuations along the axis of the laser beam are evident due to photon absorption. The density can be calculated by the photon flux, and can be represented by n e ϭn e0 exp͑Ϫ␣z ͒. ͑5͒
The initial plasma density near the antenna is n e Ϸ2 ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ3 and initial plasma densities in excess of 1 ϫ10
13 cm Ϫ3 are measured 1 m from the laser window by Langmuir probe measurements in 60 mTorr of TMAE.
IV. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Electron density decay
The electron density is a function of position and time, n e ϭn e (r,t), and can be determined by the continuity equation. The continuity equation, including the ambipolar diffusion term, the ionization frequency term iz , and the twobody and three-body recombination terms, is
where ␣ r , ␤ r , and n g are the two-body recombination rate, three-body recombination rate, and the neutral gas pressure, respectively. In most moderate pressure ( PϽ100 mTorr) noble gas plasmas, the main mechanism for plasma density decay is diffusion of the plasma to the chamber wall. However, it is the effective recombination process which limits the peak density obtainable for the discharge at high density and pressure.
In high pressure, ( PϾ100 mTorr) high density (n e Ͼ10 12 cm Ϫ3 ) plasmas, the recombination terms play a larger role in density decay ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒. The two-body recombination term for argon is estimated to be ␣ r Ar ϭ6.5ϫ10 Ϫ8 cm 3 s Ϫ1 , 29 and for a plasma with a peak density of n e ϭ4.3 ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 , the number of particles lost per second due to recombination is much larger than the number lost to diffusion. The three-body recombination effect also becomes important at higher pressures. However, for the dominant threebody recombination process that involves an ion, an electron, and an argon neutral, the neutral gas pressure at which it becomes comparable to two-body recombination process can be estimated. For 30 and using ␣ r Ar ϭ␤ r Ar n g , the argon pressure at which these two terms become comparable is 202 Torr. Thus for the pressure range of interest, the three-body recombination contribution is small and is negligible. Two-body recombination has an even stronger effect in a TMAE plasma than in an argon plasma. The two-body recombination coefficient of TMAE is much larger than that of argon ␣ r
TMAE
Ϸ2ϫ10
Ϫ6 cm 3 s Ϫ1 at Pϭ1 Torr. 10 The situation is much more complicated, of course, when the plasma is madeup of two ion species. For example, consider that the total electron density is equal to the sum of the TMAE ions and the argon ions. Then the source-free time-dependent density decay due to two-body recombination is given by One can see that the recombination rate for the composite two ion species system is faster than it would be for pure argon by an additional factor which is proportional to the TMAE ion density. Likewise, the recombination rate for the composite species is slower than it would be for pure TMAE by a factor proportional to the argon ion density. Experimentally, there may be more than two ion species due to the dissociation of TMAE. We will assume that the dominant ionizing collisions are with TMAE and argon. This is reasonable given the low ionization potential of TMAE. At these low electron temperatures, most collisions with other species will likely be either excitation or elastic collisions, so no other ion species are likely to be present. In summary, the dominant process for electron density decay in this experiment is recombination with diffusion being a minor factor for particle loss. The effect of recombination is a faster density decay than is the case for diffusion, and this decay tends to relax density gradients that are present in the plasma. The net effect is that the core plasma density profile can be considered relatively uniform in the radial direction. This is in contrast to lower pressure, lowdensity plasmas where diffusion is the dominant mechanism for density decay and gives rise to more peaked radial density profiles. Figure 2 illustrates a power balance curve where the dominant high pressure recombination process for our case is added in addition to the diffusion process discussed by Lieberman and Lichtenberg. 24 It considers power balance in a plasma as a function of the radial wave number times the plasma radius (␤R), where (␤ϭ͓ 0 e 2 n e /m) 1/2 ͔. Different inductive antenna coil currents I rf are considered. Figure  2 shows the variation in the absorbed power as the density changes which is incorporated into the radial wave number ␤, but it also shows the loss curve for two-body recombination by the dashed line. The line representing diffusive losses is shown for comparison. At a given coil current, the steadystate plasma density can be deduced by determining at which density the curve for the absorbed power intersects the re-
FIG. 2. Absorbed power as a function of (␤R)
2 . The two loss curves show how recombination losses, represented by the dashed line and proportional to the square of the electron density, become a larger factor than diffusion. combination losses represented by the dashed line. It is easy to see that the density is nearly independent of the coil current for values of ␤RϾ2.5. The steep nature of the recombination loss curve shows how two-body recombination puts an upper bound on the density obtainable, because any increase in the absorbed power is offset by the substantial losses due to recombination.
V. HELICAL COIL
The power transferred to the plasma and the antenna impedance can be calculated from the ANTENAII code. 15, 16, 31, 32 The antenna-plasma geometry used in the ANTENAII code is shown in Fig. 3 . This code incorporates the collisional plasma dielectric tensor as well as the antenna spectrum, radial plasma profile, and field boundary conditions. The power transferred to the plasma can be written as
͵ E"J*dV.
͑8͒
The impedance of the antenna is then written as
where R ant ϭradiation resistance of the antenna, and X ant ϭreactance of the antenna. To utilize our ANTENAII code for a helix, we approximate it with a multiturn loop since a shallow pitch helix primarily excites the transverse electric ͑TE͒ mϭ0 azimuthal modes. The pitch angle determines the magnitude of the other modes, m 0, with the current distribution being
where is the pitch angle of the helix. For a tightly wound helix, the pitch angle is limited by the characteristic width of the coil strapping, w, by Ͼw/2R. Since we are using a coil with a small characteristic width of 0.65 cm, and our chamber radius is relatively large at 2.5 cm, we can reasonably assume that the current density is entirely in the azimuthal direction. The helix is also an attractive antenna since the anticipated low plasma radiation resistance at high pressures will be enhanced by the square of the number of turns.
The limiting approximation in a closely spaced n-turn helix plasma load is the absence of magnetic flux leakage between successive coils and a uniform magnetic field in the axial direction. In order to simulate the idealized situation, a very narrow coil spacing is needed, however, experimentally there is a lower limit to the spacing. If the coil is wound too tightly, then the voltage potential difference between successive coil loops becomes so large that arcing occurs between the loops. Table I shows the relationship as calculated by ANTENAII for a tightly wound coil, where the coil spacing is 3.0 cm and the characteristic thickness w is 0.65 cm. The coil has a radius of bϭ3.0 cm and surrounds a plasma with radius of aϭ2.5 cm with a density of 4.2ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 , and the pressure is 1 Torr. ANTENAII code calculations confirm that the square law is quite valid if one compares the four-turn and the five-turn coils where the magnetic field uniformity would be a good approximation.
The pitch angle is approximated in the code simulation by appropriate spacing of the loops. Figure 4 shows the dependence of the radiation resistance on the coil spacing for a coil with a width of 0.65 cm and coil radius bϭ3.0 cm which surrounds a plasma of radius aϭ2.5 cm with a density of 4.2ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 , at a pressure of 1 Torr. In general, a very tightly wound coil with a very small pitch angle will be a better coupling element than a loosely wound coil with larger pitch angle. As the coil is wound tighter however, the inductance of the antenna also increases. The difficulties associated with this increased inductance are twofold. First, the higher inductance causes an increasingly larger rf voltage drop across the antenna terminals. Second, that voltage drop occurs over a shorter distance thereby increasing the magnitude of the capacitive rf field. Figure 5 shows the radial variation of the field quantities for a five-turn helical coil at the center location of the antenna. The plasma radius is a ϭ2.5 cm with a density of n e ϭ4.2ϫ10
12 cm Ϫ3 at a pressure of 1 Torr. The antenna has a radius of bϭ3.0 cm with a characteristic width of wϭ0.65 cm, and the conducting shield has a radius of cϭ8.3 cm. Figure 6 shows the power absorbed as a function of the radius. Our studies show 33 that a five-turn helical antenna ionizes and absorbs much more power for the same plasma than a Nagoya type-III coil 34 for the same plasma conditions.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiment was carried out with the goal of determining whether a plasma could be initiated by a laser and then maintained at a higher pressure by inductive coupling of radio frequency power. The five-turn helical antenna was designed with the help of the ANTENAII code. When determining the length and coil spacing of the helical coil, the fiveturn helix with a length of 13 cm was chosen because it provided an inductance which could be easily matched with available capacitors.
The plasma was started at relatively low argon pressure, and the pressure and input rf power was increased until the plasma could not be initiated by the rf antenna alone at 80 Torr. At this point, a small amount of TMAE ͑2-6 mTorr͒ was introduced in order that the plasma could be ignited with the ultraviolet laser. The neutral argon pressure was again increased until the plasma could not be initiated with the laser and maintained with the rf power. The plasma density was measured in each case as a function of the neutral pressure of the working gas. Plasma density measurements were taken using a 105 GHz millimeter wave interferometer.
The antenna impedance measurements were taken using a network analyzer with a Smith chart output. For typical operating parameters of the five-turn helical coil, the correction to the measured value of the antenna impedance due to the two-wire line feeds is ⌬Z ant ϭ0.1Ϫi 30 ⍀.
A. Five-turn helical coil
The most effective antenna for initiating and maintaining the plasma in this experiment is the five-turn helical coil, which primarily excites the mϭ0 TE mode of field distribution. The inductive coil consists of five turns of 1 4 in. copper tubing wound tightly around the plasma chamber. The inner radius of the coil is 3.0 cm and the total length of the antenna is 13 cm. The vacuum impedance of the antenna was measured with the network analyzer to be Z ant ϭ0.02ϩi 72 ⍀, indicating that the vacuum reactance of this antenna is approximately five times higher than a comparable type-III antenna. 34 The experiment is carried out to determine at what maximum pressure the discharge can be initiated with the capaci- tive rf fields alone. The argon pressure is varied from 200 mTorr to 80 Torr. Above 80 Torr, the rf fields are not strong enough to initiate the discharge at the maximum output power of 2.8 kW of the generator. The voltage required to breakdown a gas is given by Paschen's law, and is proportional to the neutral gas pressure. 35 The plasma density a distance of 10 cm from the antenna end as a function of the argon pressure is plotted as the solid line in Fig. 7 over this pressure range. Note that this measurement is a lower bound for the density under the antenna. This spacing was required to prevent rf pickup or arcing between the helix and the antenna horns. It can be seen that the plasma density is relatively constant for pressures over 1 Torr, while the collisionality is increased by two orders of magnitude as the pressure is increased from 1 to 80 Torr and the coupled rf power is increased by a factor of 4. The peak radiation resistance, measured by the network analyzer, is for the 1 Torr case. The total antenna impedance for this case is Z ant ϭ7.6ϩi 45 ⍀. ANTENAII predicts a value of Z ant ϭ5.4 ϩi 38 ⍀. The maximum power absorbed occurs when ␤R Ϸ2.5. 24 The value of ␤R in this experimental case is reduced by approximately an order of magnitude as the pressure is increased from 1 to 80 Torr.
There is a minimum value of ␤R at which the discharge can be maintained. For every value of current, lim ␤R→0 P abs ϭ0, from Fig. 2 . Meanwhile, P loss in practice never goes to zero because there are always ohmic losses in the antenna. The discharge cannot be maintained when the ohmic losses in the antenna are greater than the radiation resistance of the antenna (R loss ϾR r ). According to our AN-TENAII calculations, an estimate of the maximum pressure at which this antenna can maintain the discharge is about 500 Torr since the radiation resistance is 0.02 ⍀ and below the antenna ohmic losses of 0.05 ⍀ for this pressure at a density of n e ϭ4ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 . A theoretical model has been developed to estimate the electron temperature using a particle balance of diffusive losses and ionizing sources. 24 Figure 8 shows the electron temperature as a function of the neutral pressure for an argon plasma of a given size. The parameter n g d eff is an effective plasma size which takes into account the neutral gas pressure and sheath effects. The number of particles which diffuse to the sheath at the Bohm velocity, u B (T e ) must balance the number of particles created in the volume, which is proportional to the rate constant for ionization, K iz (T e ). The rate constants are shown in Fig. 9 18,24 as a function of electron energy. The relationship between these parameters is given by n e u B SϭK iz n g n e V, ͑11͒
where S is approximately the surface area of the plasma inside the volume V. In practice, there is a small modification FIG. 7 . Plasma density vs pressure of the five-turn helical antenna in pure argon ͑solid line͒ and in a mixture of 2-8 mTorr TMAE in argon ͑dashed line͒. The electron line-average density measurements were taken by a 105 GHz millimeter wave interferometer.
FIG. 8. T e vs n g d eff of
Maxwellian electrons in argon assuming loss due to diffusion to the chamber wall. The parameter n g is the neutral gas density, and d eff is an effective plasma size which takes into account the ratio of the volume to surface area as well as the sheath size.
FIG. 9. Theoretical elastic, excitational, and ionizing collisional rate constants vs T e of argon gas.
to S in that the density has an assumed radial and axial profile, and the density at the sheath edge is not exactly n e . For the purposes of this analysis, we assume that the gradient at the plasma edge resembles a step profile and that Sϭ2R 2 ϩ2Rl and the ratio of the volume to the size is d eff ϭV/S. According to this relationship, the ratio K iz /u B is inversely proportional to the size parameter, n g d eff , of the plasma. From this relationship, the electron temperature can be estimated from Fig. 8 . When two-body recombination is the dominant loss mechanism, as it is in this experiment, the situation changes. Now the ionization rate is not balanced by diffusive losses ͑proportional to n e ͒, but by recombination losses ͑propor-tional to n e 2 ͒. The new power balance corresponding to Eq. ͑11͒ is ␣ r n e 2 VϭK iz n g n e V. ͑12͒
Since the volume V appears on both sides of this equation, the plasma dimensions do not a effect the particle balance, but it is evident that the normalized rate constant is still inversely proportional to the neutral gas pressure, K iz /␣ r n e ϭ1/n g . This implies that u B /d eff Ͻ␣ r n e if two-body recombination is larger than diffusion. This means that at a given pressure, the effective plasma size is larger if recombination is the main loss mechanism than if diffusion is the main loss mechanism. Thus Fig. 8 provides an upper bound to the electron temperatures at a given neutral pressure n g . Defining a new plasma size factor obtained from the previous considerations,
͑13͒
and utilizing the plasma parameters ␣ r ϭ6.5ϫ10 Ϫ8 cm 3 s
Ϫ1
and n e ϭ4ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 measured in the lab at a pressure of 1 Torr, we obtain an iterative self-consistent electron temperature estimate from Fig. 8 of 1 .6 eV.
At pressures above 80 Torr, the plasma can be initiated by adding a small amount of TMAE and using the laser for breakdown. The amount of TMAE required is critical to the operation of the source and is discussed in Sec. V B. It was experimentally determined that with 2-8 mTorr of TMAE in argon, the plasma can be consistently sustained at pressures of up to 150 Torr with 2.8 kW of rf power. The lineintegrated plasma density, measured with the interferometer, is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 7 . The measured antenna impedance under matched conditions at 150 Torr is obtained as Z ant ϭ0.45ϩi 72 ⍀ which shows how the antenna radiation resistance due to the plasma loading is reduced at high pressures.
B. TMAE neutral pressure
The amount of TMAE which is required to initiate the plasma is a critical issue. Too much TMAE causes the plasma to recombine too quickly and increases electron energy loss due to inelastic collisions with a polyatomic molecule. It also does not allow sufficient axial extent of the laser-initiated high density plasma into the radio frequency coil region due to strong laser photon absorption by the TMAE molecules. Conversely, too little TMAE will not provide enough electrons to initiate the plasma. An experiment was carried out that pertained to the laser-produced plasma electron density as a function of the TMAE neutral pressure. The plasma density as a function of time without rf sustainment is plotted in Fig. 10 for four neutral TMAE pressures without argon present. These density measurements 12 were taken with a Langmuir probe approximately 10 cm from the laser input window, and show that about 2 mTorr of TMAE is required to initiate a plasma with a density of greater than 10 12 cm Ϫ3 . Lab tests showed that if more than 20 mTorr of TMAE is used, the discharge cannot be maintained at 1 Torr argon pressure with 2 kW of rf due to the fast recombination rate and the exponential axial decay from the UV window of the laser-initiated plasma. Using the five-turn helical coil, the plasma density versus TMAE neutral pressure at a fixed rf power of 2 kW is noted in Table II . The total gas pressure is 1 Torr, with the background gas being argon. The plasma density in the 2 mTorr TMAE case is very nearly equal to the plasma density in the pure argon case, and increasing the TMAE pressure causes a subsequent decrease in the rfsustained plasma density. In the case of 60 mTorr of TMAE, it was not possible to maintain the discharge at 1 Torr, so an argon pressure of 600 mTorr was used, further reducing the resultant density.
The data suggest that while TMAE could be considered a good initiator of a high-pressure discharge, its recombination rate limits its usefulness for rf sustainment. One could FIG. 10 . Plasma density as a function of time for several filling pressures of TMAE. The density measurement was taken by a Langmuir probe inserted into the laser-produced plasma. The axial position of the probe is 10 cm from the laser input window. use a small amount of TMAE to initiate the plasma discharge with an UV flash tube, but the main working gas needs to have a much longer electron lifetime than TMAE. This could be accomplished by initiating the plasma with TMAE then utilizing the electrons to further sustain the plasma by radio frequency power and flowing the majority gas through the system to displace the TMAE. One interesting detail of the TMAE pressure dependance depicted in Table II is that the density falls off quite steeply with an increase in TMAE pressure, and that the discharge is more difficult to maintain in the inductive mode when there is more TMAE present. The explanation for this lies in the fact that the recombination is so fast with higher TMAE concentrations that the average electron does not have time to make another ionizing collision before it is lost to twobody recombination. It is important, as shown in the following analysis, that there is a specific fraction of TMAE molecules which should be ionized in order to maximize the density in the argon/TMAE mixture. First, we will assume that the maximum density with radio frequency sustainment at a given pressure can be obtained by using a pure argon discharge. This maximum density is limited by two-body recombination processes. By adding a small amount of TMAE, that maximum density can also be maintained in the argon/ TMAE mixture. The optimal TMAE pressure can be estimated by using the Thompson model for the ionization collision cross section for TMAE and argon.
The classical Thompson ionization cross section 36 for ionization is given by
͑14͒ Figure 11 shows the theoretical Thompson ionization cross section for both TMAE (E iz TMAE ϭ6.1 eV) and argon (E iz Ar ϭ15.8 eV). To calculate the rate constants, K iz , Eq. ͑14͒ needs to be integrated over the energy distribution,
where f (E) is the electron energy distribution function. Only the high energy electrons in the tail of the distribution, along with electrons close to the ionization threshold, contribute significantly to K iz . For an assumed Maxwellian energy distribution where the estimated value of the electron temperature (T e ϭ1.6 eV) is much less than the threshold energy for ionization (T e ӶE iz Ar ,E iz TMAE ), we can expand f (E) about the maximum cross section,
to approximate the rate constant. The expansion about iz (max) is
An estimate of the rate constants can be found by integrating Eq. ͑17͒ over the electron energy distribution, giving
where v ϭͱ8eT e /m is the average electron velocity. Figure 12 shows the functional behavior of the ionization rate constants on the electron temperature. The frequency of ionization is given as iz ϭK iz n g , where n g is the neutral gas density of each species. The two-body recombination coefficient of TMAE is larger than the two-body recombination coefficient of argon. However, the ionization rate constant is also larger for TMAE than for argon, in order to maintain the high plasma density. Either the partial pressure of TMAE needs be low enough that there are more ionizing collisions with argon than with TMAE, or a particularly small fraction of the TMAE molecules should be ionized in order to keep the recombination rate ‫ץ‬n/‫ץ‬tϭϪ␣ r TMAE n e 2 small. At a pressure of 40 Torr, and a density of n e ϭ3.6ϫ10
12 cm Ϫ3 , the positive and negative effects of using TMAE balance out ͑see Fig. 7͒ since the density is the same with pure argon as it is yields K iz ϭ1.7ϫ10 Ϫ19 m 3 /s. This is consistent with an electron temperature of T e ϭ1.6 eV when referring to the ionization rate constant for argon in Fig. 12 .
For an electron temperature of T e ϭ1.6 eV, the rate constant for ionizing collisions of TMAE is K iz ϭ1 ϫ10 Ϫ15 m 3 /s from Fig. 12 . If we add TMAE to the gas mix, the compound two-component plasma can be described by power balance with and substituting Eq. ͑19͒ since the electron densities for pure argon and the TMAE/argon mix are equal,
We utilize the condition that ␣ r TMAE ӷ␣ r argon and rearrange the terms to find the fractional ionization of TMAE molecules at T e ϭ1.6 eV,
Experimentally, we find that 2 mTorr of TMAE in 1 Torr argon is a high enough TMAE partial pressure for the laser to ionize a sufficient number of TMAE molecules in order to inductively couple rf power to the plasma. Any additional TMAE above 6 mTorr tended to decrease the plasma density due to the effects of TMAE two-body recombination. At 7 mTorr of TMAE in 1 Torr argon, the neutral TMAE concentration is n g TMAE ϭ2.3ϫ10 14 cm Ϫ3 , meaning a 1.5% fractional ionization yields a plasma density of n i TMAE ϭ3.4 ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 . This implies there are likely very few argon ions when 7 mTorr TMAE is added to the gas mixture. The number of argon ions present at TMAE partial pressures below 7 mTorr provide some ions which have longer lifetimes than TMAE ions.
The relative role of TMAE and argon ionization can be seen by examining Fig. 12 . If the neutral pressure is increased, the electron temperature is decreased, but at an electron temperature of 1.6 eV, the corresponding decrease in the TMAE ionization rate constant is much less than the corresponding decrease in the argon rate constant. TMAE allows us to decrease the electron temperature without significantly reducing the ionization rate constant as long as we are ionizing mainly TMAE molecules. As a result, the pressure at which the seeded plasma can be sustained with our 2.8 kW source is higher than the pressure at which the discharge could be sustained with argon alone. TMAE can be utilized as a seed in high-pressure plasma production. The maximum pressure achieved was positively affected by the addition of small amounts of TMAE which are ionized by the laser ͑or UV flash tube͒ and provide substantial electron density. This allows a lower power radio frequency source which can sustain the plasma.
C. Power requirements
The power requirements for sustaining the discharge can be estimated by calculating the electrons lost due to twobody recombination. For a density experimentally measured at a given pressure, and a two-body recombination coefficient for argon of ␣ r ϭ6.5ϫ10 Ϫ8 cm 3 /s, 29 the power required to maintain the discharge in a volume of 300 cm 3 can be calculated by the volumetric power absorption. The number of particles lost due to recombination in a volume V is given by
Calculating the rf power absorbed in the plasma divided by the number of particles lost is a measurement of the energy cost per electron-ion pair created. Experimentally, the power requirements for sustaining a pure argon plasma are displayed in Table III along with the estimated energy required per electron-ion pair based on the rf power delivered for an assumed constant electron temperature of 1.6 eV. The energy requirements as a function of the neutral pressure calculated by Eq. ͑24͒ are displayed in Fig.  13 . They illustrate the higher rf power requirements needed to sustain argon plasmas at higher pressures in the 10 12 cm
Ϫ3
line-average density range.
VII. SUMMARY
An organic seed gas was successfully photoionized by an ultraviolet laser, and the laser-produced plasma could be sustained by less than 2.8 kW of 13.56 MHz rf power at pressures of up to 150 Torr in a volume of 300 cm 3 . The range of neutral pressures for which it is possible to capacitively break down the working gas is limited by the voltage potential across the ends of the antenna. The laser-produced plasma provides a high density, large volume plasma in a noninvasive manner that allows inductive radio frequency operation at pressures that would require substantially higher rf voltages if the plasma were ignited with the capacitive rf fields alone. The laser-produced plasma can be sustained at lineaverage densities of n e Ϸ4ϫ10 12 cm Ϫ3 with large volumes of 300 cm 3 by absorption of 13.56 MHz radio frequency power in the plasma at 2.8 kW power levels. This occurs via inductive coupling of the rf fields to the plasma and collisional heating of the electrons. The currents inside the plasma are driven by electric fields which are determined by the antenna and plasma, and are modeled by the ANTENAII code. All field quantities can be described by an infinite Fourier series of wave modes which are excited by a Fourier sum of current distribution on the rf antenna. The five-turn helical coil has an azimuthally symmetric current distribution and excites the mϭ0 transverse electric wave mode. The mϭ0 transverse electric mode is found to be the most conducive for efficiently absorbing large amounts of rf power in the core of the plasma at these high pressures. The plasma response to the imposed electromagnetic fields can be described by a complex dielectric tensor that includes the effects of momentum-exchange collisions and the inertial effects of finite electron mass.
The maximum pressure at which the laser-initiated seed plasma could be sustained with the helical coil is limited to 150 Torr by the rf power available and energy loss requirements per electron-ion pair created. As the pressure increases, the electron temperature decreases, and the efficiency of the source is diminished due to an increase in the collisional energy lost per electron-ion pair created. This energy loss is due to the nonionizing collisions associated with the discharge including elastic collisions, collisions of excitation, and, for plasmas with polyatomic molecules, dissociating collisions, and those collisions which excite rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom.
The use of this seed gas shows promise when the plasma is operated at even higher pressures. With the correct antenna configuration, and sufficient power, the plasma needs only to have an initial condition of sufficient electron density in order to inductively couple power to the plasma. That initial condition can be satisfied by photoionization of TMAE.
The benefits of using TMAE in the steady state are limited by recombination. The TMAE ions recombine with electrons at a rate about 100 times faster than argon ions recombine with electrons. For this reason, there is an optimal fractional ionization of neutral TMAE molecules. If the TMAE partial pressure is too high, the fractional ionization of TMAE goes down, and the inelastic collisions which result absorb so much power that the discharge cannot be maintained. If the TMAE partial pressure is too low, the discharge can still be maintained, but the viability of initiating the discharge using the laser decreases due to the fact that the argon molecule is not photoionized by the 193 nm UV laser. TMAE provides a molecule which interacts quite favorably with the UV laser, and gives a high density initial condition which allows efficient coupling of rf power to the plasma. An optimum scenario would be one in which one pulse injects the seed TMAE and fast firing of a laser or UV flash tube initiates the plasma. Strong gas flow during the pulse allows a smooth transition to a majority argon or air plasma at high pressure, sustained by lower levels of radio frequency power.
